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Abstract—Billions of Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices such
as sensors, actuators, computing units, etc., are connected to
form IoT platforms. However, it is observed that such hardware
platforms today spend a significant proportion of their energy
in communication between the CPU and the sensors (which
are controlled by micro-controller unit (MCU)). Motivated
by this observation, two simple, yet effective, optimizations
are proposed to minimize the energy consumption. The first
optimization, called Batching, interrupts the CPU after collect-
ing multiple sensor data points at the MCU (instead of only
1), and thus, minimizes the interrupt overheads. The second
optimization, called Computation Offloading to MCU (COM),
offloads app-specific computations to the MCU to minimize
data transfer overheads, and makes use of the relatively low
energy footprint, and low-compute capabilities of the MCU in
place of the CPU in the hub. However, questions such as why
these two schemes are needed, where the energy benefit comes
from, which IoT apps are suitable for these optimizations, etc.,
remain unclear.

To better understand the Batching and COM approaches
towards energy efficiency in IoT app executions, we charac-
terize ten representative workloads on a Raspberry Pi and
ESP8266 MCU platform, and evaluate the energy savings using
these two optimizations and illustrate that for light-weight
workloads (where COM is applicable), Batching and COM
reduce the energy consumption by 52% and 85%, respectively
when compared to the baseline. And for heavy-weight apps
(where COM is not possible due to limited capacity of MCU),
by offloading the light-weight apps and batching for the heavy-
weight, Batching + COM (BCOM) benefits 10% energy savings
compared to the baseline.

Keywords-Internet of Things (IoT), Energy Efficiency, Batch-
ing, Offloading, Micro-controller Unit (MCU)

I. INTRODUCTION

The number of active connected consumer electronics
devices has already exceeded the total human population
today [1], and is expected to grow to ≈ 75 billion by the
year 2025 [2]. These devices collectively form the Internet-
of-Things (IoT) space, and perform a wide range of sensing
such as understanding some user-level behavior (e.g., the
number of steps walked, weather prediction, earthquake
detection, emergency warning, etc.), and communicate the
sensed data to a network based end user interface (e.g.,
an app in a mobile phone, cloud host, etc.). To extract
high-level user behavior, the IoT devices employ low-
level sensor events, and perform domain-specific (or user-
level behavior/event-specific) computations on them. These
devices are projected to grow at a rate beyond 8 billion
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Figure 1: Energy consumption of an idle IoT hub; and when
10 apps are running as baseline.
devices every year, and they have become the main source
of user interactions. Therefore, it is imperative for system
architects to understand these devices/systems better, and
answer the following key questions: 1. how efficient are these
devices/systems?; 2. where are the main sources of ineffi-
ciencies in current setups?; and if there are inefficiencies, 3.
what is the best way to address such inefficiencies? Previous
efforts [3]–[18] have optimized energy consumption from an
architecture or application perspective. However, the reasons
of the energy inefficiencies at the full-stack system level
remain unclear. In this paper, we address the aforementioned
three questions by using commercially available off-the-shelf
IoT platforms as a baseline for modeling, characterizing and
identifying simple system level solutions in the IoT space.

A typical IoT platform today consists of the following
components: (i) a set of sensors such as accelerometers,
light sensors, etc., (ii) high-performance CPU cores, (iii)
an auxiliary Micro-Controller Unit (MCU) to read the raw
sensor values, and (iv) network interfaces to communicate
the user-level events to end users. With the exception of
the sensors, all other components are put together to form
a generic commodity IoT platform (also referred to as IoT
hub) such as the NXP SABRE board [19], Raspberry Pi
[20], Intel Joule [21], Intel Edison [22] boards, etc. These
IoT hubs provide a multitude of IO ports (e.g., GPIO, USB,
SPI, I2C, etc.) and interfaces for low-level sensors.

To study how much effect an IoT app/workload has on
the energy consumption of the IoT hub, we use a particular
IoT hub (Raspberry Pi and ESP8266 MCU) and show the
energy consumption (in Figure 1) when: (a) the IoT hub is
idle with CPU cores, and MCU are in sleep mode; and (b)
the baseline energy consumption average of 10 IoT different
apps from various domains such as Smart Home, Health
Care, Smart City, etc., as normalized to the idle hub. As
can be observed from Figure 1, when running these sensor-
driven IoT apps (e.g., step-counter app uses accelerometer



sensor values as inputs), 9.5× more energy is consumed than
when the hub is idle. This indicates a chronic inefficiency,
when the workload is executing and so, there is a clear
motivation for optimizing these inefficiencies in workload
execution for saving potentially 9.5× energy consumption.

To understand the reasons behind this inefficiency, we first
analyze the energy consumption of 4 sub-tasks namely: (i)
the low-level sensor data reading at the MCU, (ii) the MCU
interrupting the CPU, (iii) the data transfer overhead from
the MCU to the CPU, and (iv) the subsequent high-level user
behavior computation. We observe that data transfer between
the CPU and the MCU occurs frequently at each interrupt,
and the CPU wastes considerable energy in handling per-
sensor interrupts from the MCU. To optimize for this data
transfer cost bottleneck, a recent work – BEAM [4] has pro-
posed to reuse the same low-level sensor data (that is once
made available at the CPU), to be read by multiple concur-
rently executing apps. Doing so can potentially amortize for
the sensor data read and the subsequent data transfer costs
for all the shared sensors across concurrently executing apps.
This scheme does not benefit single application executions
(as there are no other applications to share the sensor reads
with). Consequently, we tested its effectiveness using 14 IoT
execution scenarios consisting of two to four concurrently
executing applications (with up to 4 overlapping sensors
for BEAM optimizations) on a Raspberry Pi and ESP8266
MCU hub. The results collected from real hardware show
that BEAM provides 29% energy saving on average, still
leaving a potential 71% room for further optimizations.

In this paper, we make the following key contributions:
Identifying the bottlenecks through applications charac-
terization: We first perform a fine-grained characterization
of a diverse set of 10 IoT apps involving 10 different
sensors to analyze the power and energy footprint of the
four sub-tasks described above. From this analysis, we find
that, application execution spends most of its energy on
transferring the sensor data from the MCU to the CPU
(81%), and the interrupt handling and subsequent user-level
computation at the CPU (≈ 15%). To optimize these two
aspects, we study two key optimizations at the system level.
Identifying the bottlenecks through applications charac-
terization: We first perform a fine-grained characterization
of a diverse set of 10 IoT apps involving 10 different
sensors to analyze the power and energy footprint of the
four sub-tasks described above. From this analysis, we find
that, application execution spends most of its energy on
transferring the sensor data from the MCU to the CPU
(81%), and the interrupt handling and subsequent user-level
computation at the CPU (≈ 15%). To optimize these two
aspects, we study two key optimizations at the system level.
Reducing data transfer energy using Batching: We
characterize the data transfer cost for various workloads and
show that the physical medium for data transfer is actually
efficient and does not consume much energy. However, the

CPU stalling for all the sensor data required for performing
the user level computation to be sent back from the MCU
expends the most energy. Motivated by this observation,
Batching makes the MCU to store intermediate sensor data
reads in its (limited capacity) buffers and batches all the
interrupts (1000s of them for one user level computation
instance) to one interrupt for every user-level computation.
This has a direct consequence of relieving the CPU from
waiting for the intermediate sensed data, and gets all the
required data in one shot. By doing so, the CPU can now
transition to sleep mode and hence save 2.6× energy.
Reducing the CPU computation energy: To further close
the gap, we explore whether the user-level computations
are ”offload-able” to the low-power MCU and completely
get the CPU to sleep for the whole computation – and
transition to active mode only when necessary. By doing
so, we only need to transfer the high-level user behavior
that gets computed as a result of sensor data reads at the
MCU to the CPU. This offload helps the CPU sleep much
longer – while the computation is done by a much more
power-efficient MCU, translating to a system wide energy
benefits. We classify those apps that fit this Computation
Offload to MCU (COM) paradigm (no loss in performance)
as light-weight and in such apps, we see a boost in energy
savings of an average of 6.7× compared with baseline.

In heavy-weight scenarios where the app-specific compute
requirements are not fit into the MCU’s capabilities, we still
observe a 10% energy saving from Batching and COM.

Although we do not claim the novelty, these two opti-
mizations briefly described above form the core of energy
efficiency optimizations in IoT platforms. When employing
them both (when applicable), we end up reducing the energy
consumption from the Baseline case by 68%.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first provide an overview of a typical
IoT system and show how sensors connect to an IoT hub.
Then, we analyze a popular IoT app, step-counter, to explain
the hardware - software interactions in an IoT setup.

A. IoT Hub

An IoT hub is the main control unit that processes various
signals received from one or more sensors. An IoT Hub (e.g.,
Raspberry Pi [20], Intel Edison [22], Intel Joule [21]), as
illustrated in Figure 2a, includes cores, System Agent (also
called North Bridge), DRAM, I/O controller, interfaces such
as Ethernet, USB, HDMI, Camera, Peripheral I/O (PIO, e.g.,
I2C, UART, SPI) on the Main board, and an external MCU
board connected through the PIO bus interface. Note that,
PIO buses are also built-in the MCU board.

How do the sensors connect to an IoT hub? There
are two ways of connecting sensors to an IoT Hub, either
directly to the PIO buses on the Main board, or to the PIO
buses on the MCU board.



(a) A typical IoT hub with
MCU.

(b) Step-counter app code. (c) Timeline of the Sensor.Read() with MCU.
Figure 2: Overview of an application running on an IoT hub.

Connecting Sensors to the Main board: When plugged in,
the sensor-specific Linux driver on the Main board probes
and initiates the polling function for it. A polling function
typically uses the CPU to poll an I/O device and waits (as
a blocking call) until the device responds back. Note that
the Main board has an independent Programmable Interrupt
Controller [23] which can receive interrupts. However, most
sensors such as accelerometer, sound, motion, etc., are
unsophisticated and hence do not have any logic/support for
the interrupt mode [24]–[30]. Thus, the CPU needs to block
and wait until the device responds back.
Connecting Sensors to the MCU board: For allowing the
CPU to carry on with useful work and not get blocked by
sensor-polling activities, sensors are connected to the PIO
buses on the MCU board, instead of the Main board, as
shown in Figure 2a. After the MCU collects readings from
the sensors attached to the MCU board, 1 it sends interrupts
to the Main board through the I/O controller and puts the
sensor values on the PIO bus; 2 CPU receives the interrupts
sent from the MCU board; 3 CPU handles the interrupts by
loading the sensor values from the PIO bus; and 4 CPU
stores the sensor values in the DRAM on the Main board.
This process is expected to be quite efficient, as all the
sensors can communicate with the MCU board in polling
mode while the CPU is from the blocking calls. As a result,
the CPU now only receives an interrupt when the MCU
finishes reading a sensor value.

B. An Example IoT App Execution: Step-Counter

We pick a representative simple application, step-counter,
to illustrate how the software and hardware interact in an
IoT hub. As the name suggests, step-counter app is used to
count a person’s steps during a given period of time using
an accelerometer sensing at a predefined sampling rate. It
is widely used in SmartHome [31] and HealthCare [32]
areas. At a high level, the app code is shown in Figure 2b.
The body of the main loop in this app performs 3 actions:
collecting data samples from a sensor, buffering the samples
in memory and sleeping for 1ms (as the sampling rate is
predefined to 1kHz for this app). This loop repeats for N
iterations determined by the application developer. After the
loop execution, a step detection algorithm [33] is triggered
to take the set of N samples as its input to compute the

number of steps detected.
On the hardware side, the four events work one after

another, as depicted in Figure 2a. To further understand the
chronological executions of these four events, we show the
timeline of the Sensor.Read() in Figure 2c:
1 Sensor Data Collection in MCU: As shown in Figure
2c, a step-counter application has to perform three tasks to
simply read a sensor data sample – C Checking Sensor, R

Reading Sensor Register, and D Data Formatting.
Task I: Checking Sensor Availability. When the MCU starts
to read a new sensor value, the first task is to check the sen-
sor’s availability. This process includes several checks, e.g.,
verifying the ready bit of the sensor, checking if the current
sensor is working under multiple condition thresholds, and
validating the electronic conditions. Some of these checks
may result in an error, leading the MCU to stop reading and
throw an error message. If no error occurs in this step, then
the MCU proceeds to the next step - reading the sensor.
Task II: Reading Sensor Data Register. To read the sensor
value, the MCU sends a read command to its own I/O
controller built in the MCU board, along with some added
information, e.g., sensorID, address of sensor register, etc.
The I/O controller identifies the corresponding sensor, and
then polls the raw value from the sensor’s data register, and
finally forwards it back to the MCU.
Task III: Transform Raw-Data To Information. The collected
raw data from the I/O controller is decoded by the sensor-
specific driver running on the MCU to output meaningful
values. For example, the accelerometer sensor [24] outputs
the raw voltage value (e.g. 1235 mV ) which is formatted to
the correct acceleration value (e.g. 1235× 10−4 m/s2).
2 MCU Interrupts CPU: After the previous three tasks
are completed on the MCU board, the MCU puts the new
sensor value on the PIO bus and interrupts the CPU to notify
it that a new sensor value is ready to be picked up.
3 Interrupt Processing on CPU: As shown in Figure 2c,
after the CPU receives the interrupt from the MCU board, it
handles this interrupt in two parts: Interrupt Processing and
Data Transfer. The Interrupt Processing part includes check-
ing the priority of this interrupt, acknowledging that this
interrupt comes from the MCU board, and context switching.
Then, the Data Transfer part picks up the sensor value
from the PIO bus and stores it in a DRAM buffer on the
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Figure 3: Energy breakdown of (1) Step-Counter (SC); (2)
AT&T-M2X (M2X); (3) Baseline: SC + M2X; and (4)
BEAM applied on top of (3).
Main board. Then, whenever an app calls the Sensor.Read()
function, the sensor value already stored in this memory
buffer is copied to the user buffer allocated by the app.
4 Compute on CPU based on the sensor readings: After
the above four routines are repeated for N samples, as shown
in Figure 2b (for loop), all N sensor readings are populated
in the Buffer. The step-counter app subsequently invokes
the step-detection algorithm [33] to report the number of
steps detected from these N sensor samples.
The above four events – sensor data collection, MCU raising
an interrupt, data transfer, app-specific computation, form
the crux of any IoT app. In the next section, we examine the
inefficiencies by analyzing 4 common execution scenarios.

C. Inefficiencies: Interrupts and Data Movement

As stated in Section I, the energy consumption when
running an app on the IoT hub is 9.5×more than idle (Figure
1). In this section, we investigate the reasons for such energy
inefficiency observed in state-of-the-art IoT platforms.

In Figure 3, we examine four common execution scenarios
(executed on real hardware, methodology and specifications
shown in Section III and Table II). In two of these scenarios,
only one app (SC or M2X) executes on the IoT platform,
and in the other two both the apps execute concurrently
(one with no optimizations, viz., Baseline platform and the
other with BEAM [4] optimization enabled. Due to their
varying computational and sensing loads, these scenarios
have varying effects on their energy consumption as shown
on the y-axis. For example, SC and M2X apps consume
1902 mJ and 9071 mJ of the energy when running inde-
pendently. When running concurrently (SC+M2X), the total
energy consumption is 10973 mJ . With BEAM optimiza-
tions applied, energy-saving improves by only 9%. BEAM
amortizes for the sensor reading, interrupt, data transfer costs
by reading and transferring the sensor data just once when
multiple concurrent applications at the CPU requires data
from common sensors. We emphasize that BEAM works
only when two or more apps are sharing sensor readings.
If there is only one app running on the IoT hub, or if there
are two or more apps running concurrently without sharing
any sensor readings, BEAM would not bring any benefits.
We evaluate these scenarios in more detail in Section IV.

SC and M2X apps share one common sensor – the ac-
celerometer. Note, M2X reads four more sensors (barometer,
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Figure 4: Energy breakdown for data transfers in baseline
design. 90% energy is consumed by CPU and MCU waiting
for the data transfer, while only 10% is consumed by the
physical data transfer. Thus the software design for the data
transfer routine is inefficient.

temperature, air quality, light sensors) that are not needed by
the SC app. This implies that BEAM can potentially save on
the data transfer cost for only one out of five sensors readings
during the execution of M2X if SC has already read the
accelerometer’s sensor data (or vice-versa when M2X has
read the data first and SC needs it afterwards).

In Figure 3, we further break down the energy consump-
tion into the four routines mentioned in Section II. In all
these four scenarios, irrespective of how compute/sensing
intensive the scenario is, the app executions expend 70−80%
of energy in data transfers, 10−12% in interrupts, and < 5%
in data collection and app-specific computation.
Summary: The above study emphasizes that an app execu-
tion needs to optimize data transfers and reduce the CPU
interrupt costs to translate into maximum energy savings.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we study two simple, yet efficient tech-
niques proposed to address the above inefficiencies existing
in current designs that make processing the sensor data
expensive. The first scheme, called Batching, accumulates
N sensor data points at the MCU before sending them to
the CPU, thereby reducing the number of interrupts. The
second scheme, called Computational Offloading to MCU
(COM), offloads the computation from the CPU, thereby
allowing the CPU to go to sleep mode when idle. Finally,
we combine both the techniques (Batching + COM, BCOM)
to optimize the energy efficiency further.

A. Batching

As discovered in Section II-C, data transfer routine con-
sumes the most energy. This motivates us to further ask
these questions: What causes this energy inefficiency in data
transfer? Hardware design or software design? To answer
these questions, during data transfer in the step-counter app,
we again breakdown the energy of CPU and MCU, shown
in Figure 4. One can observe that only 10% energy is
consumed when the physical data transfers; 90% energy
is consumed by CPU (77%) and MCU (13%) due to the
software stack design. Because the energy consumption on
CPU is dominant, we further study the power states of CPU
to better understand the software stack inefficiencies.

In CPU cores, there are two main power states: active
mode and sleep mode. Each of these power states has



(a) Power states of MCU and CPU in Baseline. (b) Power states of MCU and CPU in Batching.

Figure 5: Power states changes over-time in (a) Baseline and (b) Batching for Step-Counter. In Baseline, the CPU is in
active mode all the time; in Batching, the CPU can sleep for a long period.

different power consumption. The power consumption in
sleep mode is 3.3× less than the active mode (1.5 Watts
vs. 5 Watts). To take advantage of the power efficiency of
the sleep mode, it is the ”default” power state of a CPU as
long as there is no active jobs waiting. However, waking up
a CPU from sleep mode to active mode is costly – it needs
around 1.6 ms for the CPU to transition between these two
modes [34], [35], and the transition power is as high as
2.5 Watts on average, this translates to 2.5Watts × 1.6ms
= 4 mJoules energy overhead. Therefore, only if a CPU is
able to sleep for longer than 1.14 ms (= 4mJoules

5Watts−1.5Watt ),
it can actually provide energy savings. Otherwise, going to
the sleep mode causes more energy consumption.

For example, the step-counter app needs 1000 samples
in 1 second to calculate a precise value for detecting steps.
After an MCU collects one sample from the accelerometer
per 1ms, the MCU interrupts the CPU to transfer this data.
As shown in Figure 5a, reading an accelerometer sensor
consumes 1W×0.3ms = 0.3mJ energy. After that, the MCU
interrupts the CPU to transfer this sensor read (12 bytes).
Then, the interrupt handler loads these 12 bytes data from
the I/O controller and stores them in memory, consuming
around 0.1ms. After these steps are repeated for 1000 times,
finally the CPU processes the app-specific computation,
and reports the number of steps detected in these 1000
sensor readings. Note that, in this scenario, due to frequent
interrupts, the CPU is in the active mode all the time.

From the application’s perspective, it is acceptable to
batch 1000 samples in memory, as long as the output is
computed in 1 second, (QoS or Quality of Service). Thus, a
batching scheme is proposed, as shown in Figure 5b. This
scheme takes advantage of the unused memory capacity on
the MCU board and batches as much sensor data as possible
without interrupting the CPU. During that time, the CPU is
allowed to sleep for a longer time than baseline. By batching
1000 accelerometer sensor readings in the MCU board, the
CPU is allowed to sleep during the 999.3 ms sensing time.
After the MCU has collected all 1000 sensor samplings, it
interrupts the CPU and transfers all data in bulk.

To better explain why Batching brings benefits, we break-
down the energy consumption of the step-counter app in the
Baseline and Batching schemes, as shown in Figure 7, and
provide the two key observations.
1. The CPU has better opportunity to sleep for longer. As
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Figure 7: Energy breakdown of the Step-Counter in Baseline
and Batching. Note that, in Batching, 1000 sensing samples
are transferred in a bulk. Due to Batching, CPU can sleep
for 93% of the time, translating to 63% energy savings.

shown in the first bar, the interrupt routine consumes 16%
energy, and the app-specific computing routine consumes
77% energy in the Baseline design. By batching 1000
samples, the CPU can go into the sleep mode, where the
power consumption is only 1.5 Watts. Taking advantage of
the lower power consumption in the sleep mode, the energy
consumption of the data transfer routine is reduced to 65%
translating to ≈ 50% saving in total energy, as shown in the
second bar of Figure 7.
2. The number of interrupts from the MCU to the CPU
is reduced. As shown in Figure 5b, the number of interrupts
from the MCU to the CPU is reduced from 1000 to only
1 in the step-counter app, consequently reducing the CPU
interrupt handling energy. The Batching scheme reduces
79.68% interrupt energy, translating to a 13% reduction in
total energy consumption, as shown in Figure 7.
Discussion: In the Batching scheme, both the interrupt and
data transfer energy consumption are reduced. Further, as
we will show in Section IV, reducing interrupts by Batching
achieves 52% energy savings on an average, compared to the
Baseline. However, this scheme does not completely mitigate
the energy consumption incurred by the data transfer routine
(which contributes 81% energy consumption to the total
energy). The reason behind this can be explained as follows:
even with the Batching scheme, the CPU is still active for



(1) transferring sensor data from the MCU board to the Main
board (100ms) and (2) processing app-specific computations
(2.21ms). The data transfer routine exists only because apps
take advantage of relatively large compute capabilities of the
CPU and memory to process the app-specific computation.
The MCU also is equipped with compute capabilities, albeit
lesser than the compute and memory capabilities of the CPU.
If the whole app computation fits in the MCU’s compute
capabilities without any QoS violations, all of the data
transfer cost and interrupt cost can be avoided. To explore
whether such offload to MCU is possible or not, we next
systematically characterize the capabilities and drawbacks
of moving the app executions to the MCU in Section III-B.

B. Computation Offloading to MCU (COM)

A Computation Offloading to MCU (COM) scheme is
proposed to address the data transfer cost by letting the
computation take place entirely on the MCU. To achieve
that, we examine the following design issues.

1) What are the requirements of IoT workloads?
2) If computation could be offloaded to MCU, how is the

performance affected?
3) How can computation be offloaded to MCU?
4) How much can we benefit by offloading to the MCU?
We next address these four design issues one by one.
1) What are the requirements of IoT workloads?: To

answer this question, we characterize the memory and CPU
requirements of 10 popular IoT workloads (described in
Table II) in Figure 6. In one running instance of each
workload, we dump the heap and stack traces to discover
the memory usage shown in the left y axis, and million
instructions per second (MIPS) rates to illustrate the required
CPU efforts, as shown in right y axis. The average memory
usage in these ten workloads is 26.2 KB, including 25.8
kB of heap usage and 0.4 KB of stack usage. The average
MIPS executed for these workloads is 47.45. Of these
apps, earthquake requires the minimum memory usage (16.8
KB) and JPEG incurs the most memory usage (36.3 KB).
On the compute side, Heartrate requires heavy compute
demand (108.80 MIPS) and Step-counter requires very little
computation throughput (3.94 MIPS).
Takeaway: The main CPU core in the IoT hub can poten-
tially execute at the rate of 24, 000 MIPS. Out of these,
the maximum MIPS required by any IoT app is only 0.5%
(108 MIPS for earthquake app). This further encourages us
to move towards the low-compute capacity, more energy-
efficient MCU for all the computations.

2) If offloaded, how would the performance be affected?:
Note that, after offloading, the MCU takes over the app-
specific computations and only sends the end-to-end output
results (e.g., the number of steps detected) to the CPU. The
CPU is freed from handling the interrupts and processing
app-specific computations, and either goes to sleep mode
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Figure 8: Timing breakdown for step-counter app in Baseline
and COM schemes.

when idle, or processes much heavier tasks such as interact-
ing with users through User Interfaces (UI), or training an
AI model based on sensing history [36].

Since the MCU is slower than the CPU, we next ex-
plore the following question: Does offloading speed up or
slow down apps executions? To better understand how the
performance is affected after offloading, let us again study
the timing breakdown in the step-counter app, as shown in
Figure 8, for the four routines: data collection, interrupt,
data transfer, and app-specific computation. Note that, after
offloading, the step-counter app only has two routines,
namely, data collection and app-specific computation; both
interrupt routine and data transfer routine are eliminated.
Therefore, there is a trade-off:

1) On MCU: App-specific computing takes more time,
because MCU is slower than CPU.

2) On CPU: Both interrupt and data transfer routines
timing overheads are introduced.

Summary: We can conclude that if slowdown from MCU
is less than the overhead caused by interrupts and data
transfer, then the COM scheme could achieve better per-
formance than the Baseline; otherwise, the COM scheme
is worse. Consider the step-counter example again: the
computing routine in COM consumes 21.7 ms, while in
Baseline consumes only 2.21ms. However, because both the
interrupt (48 ms) and data transfer (192 ms) overheads are
eliminated, COM still has better performance than baseline:
(21.7− 2.21) < (48 + 192).

3) How to offload?: Usually the CPU and MCU run
different operating systems (OS) and use different ISAs and
different compilers. For example, Raspberry Pi 3B (used
as the main board in this work) has a Quad Core 1.2GHz
Broadcom BCM2837 64bit CPU, runs Raspbian OS [37] as
default, implements an ARM V8 ISA. The ESP8266 MCU
(used as an MCU board in this work) has an L106 32-
bit RISC microprocessor core, runs RTOS as default, and
implements a Xtensa LX ISA [38]. The ESP8266 MCU has
its own compiler ABIs (Espressif).

To offload IoT apps from the Main board to the MCU
board, developers have to port all codes to using the specific
ISA and compiler required by the MCU. For example, the
code for sleeping at the CPU for 1 second is sleep(1), while
on MCU, the same code is delay(1000). After porting, the
binaries need to be built using specific tool-chains deployed
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Figure 9: Energy breakdown of the step-counter app when
using (a) Baseline; (b) Batching scheme; (c) COM scheme.

to the MCU board. After deployment, there usually are
several ways to execute the offloaded image: (1) Binding
all apps to a binary and executing it sequentially [39], and
(2) Sharing time slacks and context switching [40], etc.

4) What are the benefits of offloading to MCU?: By
offloading to the MCU, the CPU is freed to either handle
other heavy tasks, or go into sleep when idle. Here, we
assume that, during processing of IoT workloads on the
MCU, the CPU is in the sleep mode, which consumes only
around 30% power compared to the active mode.

As shown in Figure 9, we again break down the energy
consumption of the step-counter app in the Baseline, the
Batching, and the COM schemes. One can now observe that:
App-specific computing routine consumes more energy:
As discussed above, MCU is slower than CPU (For example,
ESP8266 [38] is around 19× slower than Raspberry Pi
3B [20]). Therefore, the app-specific tasks running on MCU
consumes 21.7 ms, compared to 2.21 ms in Baseline and
Batching scheme as shown in Figure 8. During this time
of the app-specific computing, note that CPU is sleeping
and also consumes energy. Because of this, the app-specific
computing routine in the COM scheme consumes 21%
energy, more than 1% in baseline and Batching scheme.

Overall, when compared to the Baseline, 73% energy is
saved by the COM scheme (63% better than Batching).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We use commercially available IoT hardware platforms to
analyze the energy efficiency and performance implications
of the discussed schemes. In this section, we first describe
the hardware platforms, various sensors and workloads used
in this study, and then present our experimental results.

A. The IoT Platform for Our Experiments

Recall that the IoT hub architecture described in Figure 2a
consists of one Main board, one MCU board connected to
the Main board through I/O controller, and a set of sensors
attached to the MCU board which sends data to the Main
board. For the Main board, we used a Raspberry Pi 3B, and
for the MCU board, we used ESP8266 which is connected to
the Raspberry Pi via a miniUSB UART cable. The Raspberry
Pi integrates a Quad Core 1.2GHz Broadcom BCM2837
64bit CPU, 1GB LPDDR2 DRAM at 900 MHz, and several
accelerators. The ESP8266 board consists of a L106 32-bit
RISC microprocessor core based on the Tensilica Xtensa

Table I: Specifications of sensors studied in this work. Only
S10 is MCU-unfriendly, rest are MCU-friendly.

Power (mW) Sampling
Rate(Hz)

No. Sensor Name Input
Bus
type

Read
Time
(ms)

Min.Typical Max.
Output Data
[Type,Size] Max. QoS

S1 Barometer [43] SPI 37.5 2.12 19.47 28.93 Double,8B 157 10
S2 Temperature [44] I2C 18.75 1 13.5 20 Double,8B 120 10

S3 Fingerprint [45] TTL
Serial 850 432 600 900 Signature,512B - -

S4 Accelerometer [24] Analog 0.5 0.63 1.3 1.75 Int*3,12B 1M 1k
S5 Air Quality [46] I2C 0.96 1.2 30 46 Int,4B 400 200
S6 Pulse [47] Analog 0.1 9.9 15 22 Int,4B 1M 1k
S7 Light [25] I2C 0.1 16.8 21 25.2 Double,8B 400k 1k
S8 Sound [26] Analog 0.1 16 40 96 Int, 4B 1M 1k
S9 Distance [48] Analog 0.2 120 150 175 Double,8B 5k 1k

Low-Res. Img [49] TTL
Serial 183.64 30 125 140 RGB,24kB - -

S10 >1k High-Res.
Img [50]

Camera
Serial 500 382 425 700 RGB,619kB - -

Diamond Standard 106Micro running at 80 MHz, 80 KB
user-data RAM, and PIO buses.

B. Measurement and Tracing Tools

Since there are no open-sourced IoT simulation platform
available, we relied on real hardware. Hence, for various
characterizations, we instrumented the Raspbian Linux Ker-
nel in the IoT hub with oprof library [41] to analyze
memory, interrupts, and MIPS characteristics of IoT apps.
For power measurements, we connected the power delivery
socket of the IoT hub to Monsoon Power Monitor [42], and
dumped fine-grain power statistics (every 100 ns).

C. IoT Sensor Specifications

The salient specification of the ten sensors used in this
work are summarized in Table I. Note that, each sensor is
different from others in terms of its sampling rate, timing
parameters, bus type, power consumption, or output data.
The maximum sampling rate of a sensor is limited by various
parameters. Different apps require different sampling rates.
We refer to this application-specific feature as QoS sampling
rate in this work. For example, the QoS sampling rate of
the accelerometer (used by the step-counter app) is 1kHz.
Sensor data are passed on to apps after the sensor’s driver
processes them (as described in Section II). If a sensor’s
driver routines can be handled by an MCU, that sensor is
said to be MCU-friendly; otherwise, it is considered MCU-
unfriendly. For example, a high resolution image sensor (in
Table I) needs substantial compute power and memory size
and thus, it is MCU-unfriendly due to the MCU’s inherent
limited computing and memory capacity. On the other hand,
a low resolution image sensor is MCU-friendly.

D. IoT Workloads

We used 11 popular workloads (10 light-weight apps
that can be offloaded and 1 heavy-weight app used for
studying Batching+COM = BCOM technique’s benefits),
each exercising 1-5 of the above sensors during its execution.
The chosen workloads belong to diverse app domains such



Table II: Salient features of the workloads used in this study. A1 to A10 are light-weight and can be offloaded to MCU
(COM optimization). A11 is heavy-weight, and requires the main board’s CPU for computation.

No. Benchmark Category Sensor Used Sensor Data (KB) # Interrupts User-level Tasks
A1 CoAP Server Building Automation S7, S8 11.72 2000 Constrained Application Protocol
A2 Step counter Health Care S4 11.72 1000 Step-detection Algorithm
A3 arduinoJSON Protocol Library S1, S2 0.16 20 JSON Formatting
A4 M2X Cloud Communication S1, S2, S4, S5, S7 20.47 2220 Cloud Interfacing with AT&T
A5 Blynk Smartphone Interactions S1, S2, S4, S5, S10 36.91 1221 Platform interacting with Smartphones
A6 Dropbox Manager Web Control S8, S9 11.72 2000 File Sync, Upload, etc.
A7 Earthquake Detection Smart City S4 11.72 1000 Earthquake Predicting Algorithm
A8 Heartbeat Irregularity Detection Health Care S6 3.91 1000 ECG Feature-extraction
A9 JPEG Decoder Security S10 23.81 1 Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT)

A10 Fingerprint Register Security S3 0.5 1 Fingerprint Enroll, Identify, etc

A11 Speech-To-Text Smart City S8 5.86 1000 Voice-to-text conversion

as HealthCare, Building Automation, IoT Protocol servers,
SmartCity, etc., as described in Table II.

All these workloads need inputs from various sensors,
with 0.16 KB to 37 KB of data moved before executing the
app-specific computation, and they receive between 1 and
2000 interrupts from the MCU to the CPU to get the data
into the CPU buffers. At a high level, the app-specific tasks
performed on the data can be grouped in two categories:
1 IoT Protocol Servers: CoAP Server [51], arduinoJSON
[52], M2X [53], Blynk [54] and Dropbox Manager [55]
workloads use the MCU to read various sensors. The data
are then processed via the workload-specific protocols to get
wrapped into various objects and subsequently transferred to
a smartphone client or the cloud using WiFi, Ethernet, etc.
For example, CoAP [56], and JSON [57] are open standards
for IoT and general object transfers in the web, while
Dropbox [55] and M2X [53] are vendor-specific standards.
2 Stand-alone IoT workloads: Apart from these generic
protocol-based apps, we also use stand-alone apps from three
different domains, with two apps from each domain.
i) Health Care Domain: Step counter [33]: counts the
number of steps walked/run by a user wearing the device.
Heartbeat irregularity detection [58]: analyzes the fluctua-
tions in a person’s heart beat based on the heart rate sensor.
ii) Security Domain: JPEG decoder [59]: performs IDCT al-
gorithm [60] on the raw camera frames. Fingerprint register
[61]: uses the fingerprint sensor to check whether a given
fingerprint matches a set of registered fingerprints.
iii) Smart City Domain [62]: Earth quake detection [63]:
uses accelerometer to sense and detect if there is an earth-
quake. Speech-To-Text [64]: uses sound input on sphinxbase
machine learning models [65] to produce output text.

We study the Batching and COM schemes on these apps.

E. Experimental Results

We characterized both the compute and memory require-
ments of the first 10 apps (A1 to A10) in Table II.

1) Single-app Scenarios: For each of the 10 IoT work-
loads, we compared three schemes, namely, Baseline, Batch-
ing, and COM, and report the energy consumption results
in Figure 10. All the results presented in this graph are
normalized w.r.t. the Baseline scheme (explained below).

Baseline: Here, the data transfer routine consumes around
81% of energy on average, and the interrupt routine con-
sumes 10% energy on average. These two routines are
the top two most expensive routines across all workloads.
Note that this observation clearly confirms the discussion in
Section II-C. As discussed by prior works [8], [11], [14],
[15], [66], data transfers are among the costliest operations
in such energy-constrained systems. Next, data collection
routine consumes 6% energy on average, because of the
low power consumption of the MCU. The app-specific
computing routine consumes even lesser than that. Across
all the workloads studied, these two routines (app specific
computation and sensor data collection) are consistently the
two least energy consuming routines. For example, in apps
such as step-counter (A2), these routines account for around
9% of the total energy consumed. In most apps, the data col-
lection routine typically consumes more energy than the app-
specific computing routine, because the former relatively
consumes more time to read sensors by MCU than compute
by CPU. However, in a few apps, such as earthquake
detection (A7), the app-specific computing routine includes
analyzing the accelerometer data and confirming whether an
actual earthquake happened by accessing public earthquake
APIs in real-time to verify if tremors were detected by the
sensors. Such tasks are relatively heavier and contribute to
the energy consumption. We next show the benefits obtained
from Batching and COM schemes.

Batching: We observe that, by batching sensor readings in
MCU, the average total energy consumption is reduced by
52%. These savings come primarily from two parts: allowing
CPU to sleep longer: During sensor readings in MCU
(e.g., 1000ms shown in Figure 5b), CPU goes to the sleep
mode, which saves, on an average, 50% data transfer energy,
translating to 43% total energy savings. Number of interrupts
is reduced: The overheads of interrupt handling are reduced
mainly because the number of interrupts is reduced by 95%,
which translates to 2% total energy. Combining these two
savings, the Batching scheme provides about 52% energy
savings, compared with the Baseline.

COM: By offloading computations to the MCU, the app-
specific compute routine consumes on average 9% energy,
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Figure 10: Normalized energy breakdown with three schemes shown across 10 workloads. The lower the better.

3% larger than Baseline, because the MCU is slower than
CPU and during the longer computing time, CPU is in sleep
mode and still consumes energy. However, by offloading
to MCU, the energy consumption of both the interrupt and
data transfer routines are eliminated. These achieved savings
are larger than the overheads introduced by slower MCU
processing. Consequently, on an average, the COM scheme
reduces 85% of the energy consumed by the Baseline.

2) Multiple-apps Scenarios: To compare Batching and
COM against another proposal (BEAM [4]), we focused
on multiple app scenarios, as BEAM only works when
multiple applications share one or more sensors. Among
the ten workloads (A1-A10) discussed above, we study
all 14 combinations of workloads which share sensor(s)
with another. We breakdown the energy consumption of all
combinations as shown on the x-axis of Figure 11. Overall,
one can observe that, BEAM gives around 29% energy
saving on average compared to the Baseline, while COM
provides an average of 70% savings across all workloads.
In BEAM, the A2+A7 (step-counter app and earthquake
app) scenario provides most of the energy savings (48.20%),
because both A2 and A7 use the same accelerometer sensor
with the same sampling rate. Therefore, by sharing the
sensor between them as such, this scenario reduces half of
the energy consumption caused by interrupts and data move-
ments. However, the A5+A7 (Blynk app and earthquake
app) scenario experiences only 8.46% energy saving when
BEAM is used. This is primarily because Blynk collects data
from 5 different sensors and only one sensor (accelerometer)
is shared with the earthquake app. Clearly, with such a
low volume of sensor data getting shared between these
workloads, BEAM cannot save much energy.

3) Heavy-weight app involved scenarios: All 10 work-
loads discussed above are light-weight and can be offloaded
to the MCU. To study scenarios involving heavy-weight
app(s) which cannot be offloaded, we further introduce one
additional app: speech-to-text [64] (A11). This app takes the
audio signals collected by one sound sensor and references
an offline PocketSphinx [67] model to convert the audio to
text. To convert 1 second audio recording, A11 requires 4683
MIPS CPU throughput and a 1.43 GB memory footprint;
therefore, it cannot be offloaded to the MCU. Figure 12(a)
shows the energy breakdown when A11 runs alone on
the CPU for the Baseline and Batching schemes. From

this figure, one can observe that the app-specific routine
dominates the energy consumption (78%) in the Baseline.
On the other hand, via Batching, 5% energy savings are
achieved, much less than 52% in Figure 10. The reason is the
data transfer and interrupt routines only consume 8% energy;
therefore, even though Batching brings 62.5% savings in
these two routines, that only translates to 5% of total energy.

Figure 12(b) focuses now on multiple (including both
heavy-weight and light-weight) apps execution scenarios,
and the energy breakdown when A11 and A6 run con-
currently under the Baseline, BEAM, Batching, and BCOM
schemes. BEAM only provides 2% energy savings, while
Batching gains 7%, shown in the third bar. Note that, with
the BCOM scheme, A6 is offloaded to MCU and A11 runs
on CPU. By doing this, BCOM provides 9% energy savings.

To further show the scenario where more light-weight
apps as well as A11 run concurrently, Figure 12(c) breaks
downs the total energy consumption, when A11, A6 and
A1 run concurrently. In this scenario, BEAM gains only 2%
savings, while Batching achieves around 8%. On the other
hand, when employing the BCOM scheme, both A1 and A6
are offloaded to MCU, and this provides 10% energy saving.
Takeaways: The COM is suitable for light-weight apps;
Batching is suitable for heavy-weight apps; and when both
(light-weight + heavy-weight) run concurrently, these two
schemes are orthogonal and complement one another.

F. Sensitivity Studies
Performance Speedup: To show the performance speedup
by the COM scheme, Figure 13 normalizes the perfor-
mance of ten workloads (A1-A10) w.r.t. that of Baseline.
On average, COM provides 1.88× speedup compared to
Baseline. In fact, 8 out of the 10 workloads tested benefits
from the COM scheme, and only 2 workloads, arduinoJSON
(A3, 0.9× slower) and heartbeat irregularity detection (A8,
0.8× slower) experience slowdown. The reasons for these
slowdowns are: A3 only collects a small amount of sensor
data (0.16 KB), and then processes the JSON formatting,
which involves string-to-double conversion, memory access,
etc. These tasks can be handled by the Main board within
0.45ms, while requiring 7ms on the MCU board; and in the
case of the A8 workload, the extra time needed due to slower
MCU is greater than the latency incurred by interrupts
and data transfer. As a result, COM has slightly worse
performance degradation than Baseline when executing A3
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Figure 11: Normalized energy breakdown with three schemes when multiple apps run concurrently. The lower the better.
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Figure 12: Energy breakdown when one heavy-weight app
(speech-to-text, A11) is involved.
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Figure 13: Performance speedup normalized to baseline.

and A8. However, COM provides averaged 2.14× speedups
for other apps, compared to the Baseline.
Future work: Note that this work does not consider any ar-
chitectural changes. Software-based optimizations (Batching
and COM) studied in this paper work well for light-weight
workloads, however, they fail to achieve large savings in
heavy-weight workloads, that are too compute and memory
intensive for the MCUs to handle. The energy consumption
of data transfer is high, mainly because there is no DMA or
shared-memory hardware support and both CPU and MCU
have to be involved during the transfers. As our future work,
we plan to explore hardware optimizations to address the
energy inefficiencies in heavy-weight workloads.

V. RELATED WORK

We summarize the related works into three areas:
Energy Optimizations in Embedded Systems: Various
optimizations in the embedded domain have proposed in-
dividual component specific optimizations [4], [66], [68]–
[83]. For example, [68] optimizes IO energy by exploiting
data bus under-utilization; [69] optimizes the peak power
for CPUs; [70] identifies time slack between DRAM and
CPU computations to save energy. All these techniques
concentrate only on a few distinct components in the IoT
hub such as CPU side, sensing side, etc., and as we show in
this paper, the entire pipeline from sensing to computations
requires optimizations to save energy.
Data Transfer Optimizations in High-end Heterogeneous
Systems: Data movement optimizations have been well

studied in high-end heterogeneous systems [84]–[100]. [101]
designs a set of APIs to offload a data intensive task to a SSD
processor. [102] proposes a data encoding technique based
on online data clustering to save energy. [103] proposes
spatial in-memory big data analytic system to offer efficient
in-memory spatial queries and analytic. Our work targets
low power systems with light-weight computations that can
be offloaded to a small MCU itself, and help the CPU to
aggressively transition to the sleep mode and save energy.
Computational Offloading: Computational offloading have
been well studied in GPU/mobile/IoT systems [104]–[111].
[112] presents cross-architecture computation offloading
framework for native apps. [113] reduces energy for sensing
a GPS location on mobile phones by offloading GPS pro-
cessing to the cloud. All these techniques do not address how
to partition compute to CPU and MCU. COM leverages the
compute resources at MCU to effectively reduce the CPU
energy consumption and save the overall execution energy
in both single and concurrent app execution scenarios.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Energy efficiency is the most important parameter for
IoT platforms, which have and will dominate the digital
transformation landscape in foreseeable future. Two sources
of energy inefficiencies in a typical IoT system are the
frequent CPU interrupts and data transfers between the MCU
and CPU. To address these inefficiencies, two simple, yet
effective techniques, Batching and COM, are studied in this
work. Batching only interrupts the CPU after collecting N
sensor data points at the MCU to minimize the interrupt
overhead; and COM offloads the app-specific computations
to the MCU to minimize the data transfer overhead. Our
experimental results on a prototype design show that for
light-weight workloads, Batching provides on an average
52% energy saving, and COM provides 85% for single-app
scenarios. Working together, BCOM provides 10% and 70%
energy savings for multiple-apps scenarios, with and without
heavy-weight apps involved, respectively.
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